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ABSTRACT
This system designed for vehicle tracking and theft intimation sending through the owner now aday’s vehicle
theft is the common problem so we are reducing to implemented “Exceptional vestige and mishap descry system
for automobiles with widget grasp feature using GPRS technology” in this technology have when the vehicle is
theft GSM should be send the message through owner and when the owner should be message to a vehicle it
sends the particular vehicle location by GSM/GPRS technology.

I. INTRODUCTION
This system is developed by the users transports, provides period of time info like location, speed and
expected time of arrival of the user is moving vehicles in an exceedingly crisp and easy-to-read format This
method may additionally helpful for communication method among the 2 points.
Presently GPRS

vehicle pursuit ensures

their

safety

as travel.

This

vehicle pursuit system

found

in purchasers vehicles as a stealing interference and rescue device. Vehicle owner or Police follow the signal
emitted by the pursuit system to find a robbed vehicle in parallel the purloined vehicle engine speed attending
to attenuate and motor cannot restart while not permission of Arcanum.
The

applications embody watching driving

performance

of

a

parent

with a

young

adult driver. Vehicle pursuit systems accepted in client vehicles as a stealing interference and retrieval device if
the stealing known, the controller is sends SMS to the vehicle ownerwhen the owner sends the SMS to
controller, issue the mandatory signals to prevent the motor.

II. LITERATURE SERVE
Existing System:
In existing system vehicles are stolen by someone in parking areas. So investigation will take long time to find
out vehicles.For reducing this problem GPRS/GSM modemcan be implementing in this system.
Proposed system:
Here we are vestige or the GPRS technology instead of GPRS and GSM technology are using track the vehicles.
And also if we got the location values we can automatically lock the engine by putting security message to the
system. We are including another feature to the system that is accident detection. If the vehicle got accident send
the location values and information.
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Figure 2.1: Block diagram of proposed system

III. HARDWARE DESCRIPTION
3.1 Micro controller:
A computer-on-a-chip is a small chip which combines the processor core (CPU), some reminiscence, and I/O
(enter/output) lines, all on one chip. The laptop-on-a-chip is called the pc that’s accurate that means can be a
laptop using a (number of) microprocessor(s) as its CPUs. The controller is regularly regarded as a collection of
digital logic circuits incorporated on one microchip. This chip is hired for less than particular programs. most
microcontrollers don't want a massive quantity of a while to be informed the thanks to effectively software
them, even though several of them, that have quirks, that you may got to perceive before you, conceive of your
1st utility.
At the side of microcontrollers acquiring faster, smaller and more power in your price range they are
additionally acquiring quite a few and numerous alternatives. Frequently, the number one model of
microcontroller can truly have memory and virtual I/O, however the fact the tool circle of relatives matures,
loads of and a variety of pat numbers with variable options accessible.
On this undertaking we will be inclined to use LPC2148 microcontroller. for plenty packages, we're going on
the way to realize a device at durations the family that meets our specs with at least outside gadgets, or AN
outside but that can create attaching external devices easier, each the terms of wiring and programming. For
numerous microcontrollers, Programmers will layout extraordinarily cheaply or perhaps in-built to the
remaining application circuit disposing of the necessity for a separate circuit. Additionally simplifying this
demand is that term benefit of micro-controllers wit SRAM and EEPROM for control shop that could allow
software development even as now not having to eliminate the small controller from the equipment circuit.
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LPC2148:
The boost sixteen/32-bit ARM7TDMI-S microcontroller coaching board is specifically Designed. The kit is
designed in such manner that each one the capability options of the microcontroller. The package supports in
device programming (ISP) this is finished thru Serial port boost Board has new and advance alternatives that can
provide user the liberty of implementing complicated logic utilized the making plans of embedded structures.
The occasion experience on the enhance Board can pose a threat to face out in the field on Embedded structures.
3.2 Power supply:
The electronic device needs power supply. LPC2148 controller operating voltage 3.3v DC and in homes we got
230v AC supply. By using power supply circuit is convert’s 230v into 5v. For that we transformers, rectifiers,
filters, regulators and step down transformer is using for converting 230v AC into 12v AC. Rectifiers can
convert AC voltage into DC voltage. So we get 12v DC at end of rectifiers. It is not a pure DC; filters can
convert these pulsating DC to pure DC. Regulators can give 5v constant voltage at regulator output.

Figure 3.2: Power Supply
3.3 GSM/GPRS:
GSM is associate degree open, digital cellular technology is for sending mobile voice and knowledge services.
GSM may

be

a digital

mobile

communication

system that's wide utilized

in Europe

and alternative elements of the globe. GSM uses variation of your time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)
and is that the most generally used of the 3 digital wireless phone hone technologies (TDMA, GSM, & CDMA).
GSM digitizes and compresses knowledge, then sends it down the channel with 2 alternative streams of
user knowledge, every in its own time interval. It operates at either the 900 megacycle per second or one, 800
megacycles per second waveband. It supports voice calls and knowledge transfer speeds of up tonine.6
Kbit/s, beside the transmission of SMS (Short Message Service).

Figure 3.3: GSM MODEM
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3.4 DC Motor:
DC motor it operates on RPM and we are used brushed type motors it’s advantages are high speed control, low
power consumptions this dc motor RPM dependent of rotations to the speed dc motor.

Figure 3.4: DC motor

IV. SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION
The Keil4 Vision is associate degree IDE for Embedded c language. During this IDE, import the utilities
and libraries per the controller we are the use of. The IDE is incredibly more easily and user friendly
thanks to apply. It consists of all the C/C++ compilers, assemblers, and debuggers in it. It simplifies the
way of embedded simulation and making an attempt call at conjunction with Hex file technology.
UC flash code is employed for selling a hex file of project into hardware. During this code foremost we are
able to browse a hex file and these hex file is hold on in small controller’s store.

V. WORKING DESCRIPTION
In this system we are including so many features with existing concept. Here we are vestige or track to vehicles
using GPRS technology instead of GPRS and GSM. And also if we got the location values we can automatically
lock the engine by putting security message to the system. We are including another feature of proposed system
that is accident detection. If the vehicle got accident any areas the system will send the location values and
information.

VI. APPLICATION AND ADVANTAGES
6.1 Applications:
 In automobiles tacking and accident detection
 In children tracking
 In military areas (soldier tracking, air craft tracking etc)
6.2 Advantages:
 Tracking the vehicle locations by owner easily without any police investigation.
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Detecting the accident location to the parents and police station.
And also engine locking by owner with secret code, if the vehicle is lost.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
Conclusion:
In proposed system is including so many features with existing concept. Here we are vestige or track to
vehicles using GPRS technology instead of GPRS and GSM. And also if we got the location values we can
automatically lock the engine by putting security message to the system. We are including another feature tothe
system that is accident detection. If the vehicle got accident any areas the system will send the location values
and information.

VIII. RESULTS
The result obtained in providing the security is quite reliable in GPRS technology. The system has successfully
overcome some of the aspects existing with the present technologies, by the use of GSM/GPRS as the
authentication Technology.
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